Abstract-Decentralized dynamic spectrum allocation (DSA) that exploits adaptive antenna array interference mitigation diversity at the receiver, is studied for interference-limited environments with high level of frequency reuse. The system consists of base stations (BSs) that can optimize uplink frequency allocation to their user equipments to minimize impact of interference on the useful signal, assuming no control over resource allocation of other BSs sharing the same bands. To this end, "good neighbor" (GN) rules allow effective trade-off between the equilibrium and transient decentralized DSA behavior if the performance targets are adequate to the interference scenario. In this paper, we: 1) extend the GN rules by including a spectrum occupation control that allows adaptive selection of the performance targets; 2) derive estimates of absorbing state statistics that allow formulation of applicability areas for different DSA algorithms; and 3) define a semi-analytic absorbing Markov chain model and study convergence probabilities and rates of DSA with occupation control including networks with possible partial breaks of the GN rules. For higher-dimension networks, we develop simplified search GN algorithms with occupation and power control and demonstrate their efficiency by means of simulations.
is considered in [7] as a useful supplement to the conventional 5G cellular licensed band scenarios.
The main limiting factor for spectrum sharing UDNs is the harsh and generally uncontrollable interference environment, which may compromise user experience leading to a limited applicability of a spectrum sharing technology. Particularly, spectrum sharing is viable in practice: "if shared spectrum can be accessed in a way that gives some assurance of quality" [7] . Clearly, a centralized resource allocation typical for cellular systems in licensed spectrum is not applicable in this case. Furthermore, even limited coordination among neighboring nodes may be prohibitive, e.g., for multi-RAT coexistence, if this coordination involves a direct data exchange between spectrum sharing nodes even at the medium access control (MAC) level. One way to overcome this difficulty is a rule regulated approach [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , which assumes that spectrum sharing subsystems: 1) can sense the interference environment: 2) have full information and control on their local UEs; 3) agree to follow some predefined rules formulated for the given spectrum band or group of bands. One example of such a rule regulation is carrier sense multiple access collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) protocol and its high efficiency versions [9] [10] [11] for WLAN. A multichannel CSMA/CA extension is addressed in [12] by means of selectively activating or deactivating groups of OFDM subcarriers separated by the guard bands. Generally, CSMA/CA relies on a random backoff that is unable to completely eliminate collisions leading to degradation of the network throughput as more contenders attempt to share the channels.
Our objective in this paper is to study another possibility of rule regulated spectrum sharing based on joint avoidance and antenna array interference mitigation assuming no data exchange between coexisting subsystems. The idea is that if effective antenna array interference mitigation is possible with the available network resources at any subsystem, then UEs can transmit packets sequentially without any additional interference avoidance mechanisms. In turn, this creates a predictable continuous interference environment, where conventional training (pilot) based antenna array interference mitigation techniques can be applied with controllable efficiency.
A general theoretic formulation of the coexisting multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems is studied in [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The main objective of these studies is to specify conditions that can guarantee convergence of the selfish (SLF) local maximization of the data rate to the unique Nash equilibrium (NE) from which every user is not willing to unilaterally move. Particularly in [13] , it is shown that if the 2332-7731 c 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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channel matrices have full column rank and the multiuser interference is almost negligible, then the NE is unique, without quantifying how small the interference must be.
In [14] [15] [16] , the sufficient conditions are found that "explicitly quantify how strong the multiuser interference can be to guarantee both the uniqueness of the equilibrium and the convergence" of asynchronous distributed algorithms for the MIMO game with square non-singular channel matrices. In [17] these conditions are extended to the case of rectangular and possibly rank deficient channel matrices. An applicability of these results may be questionable because even if the nodes could know "how strong the multiuser interference can be to guarantee both the uniqueness of the equilibrium and the convergence," it may be difficult or impossible to control the required interference level, which means that network behavior can be arbitrary in the general interference case.
A possibility of arbitrary behavior of selfish (greedy) networks is discussed in [19] [20] [21] . In [20] , it is demonstrated that the selfish algorithm, where each player is searching for the maximum data rates, does not necessarily converge to NE. In [21] , a selfish channel allocation in wireless networks of coexisting transmitter/receiver pairs was studied by using the generalized spatial congestion games. Special network conditions were found, where existence and convergence to the NE is guaranteed. That is for networks with reciprocal (symmetric) interference scenarios. However, in the general case, the desired behavior cannot be guaranteed. For example, the convergent and non-convergent trials were just counted in different simulation trials in [21] without any suggestions or solutions to the non-convergent situations.
A possibility to improve behavior of selfish DSA in the joint interference avoidance / mitigation scenario is studied in [22] for decentralized DSA in the uplink of interference limited wireless systems consisting of multiple-antenna BSs and single-antenna UEs. These systems do not explicitly cooperate in a centralized fashion and they do not use any direct data exchange between them. Frequency channels (bands) in this case can be formed in an OFDM-based system with guard bands for preventing energy leakage between channels allocated to unsynchronized users similarly to [12] or in spectrally efficient, e.g., filter bank based, multicarrier systems by using frequency selective filters for adjacent channels [25] . Antenna array interference mitigation based DSA at each subsystem should allocate bands to its users, such that the propagation channels from the users to their BSs are as orthogonal as possible to the active interference propagation channels. In [22] , this type of allocation is referred to as an antenna array interference mitigation diversity and a rule regulated "good neighbor" (GN) approach to decentralized DSA is proposed that may be treated as useful, despite the fact that convergence with probability one to certain stationary (equilibrium) states cannot be guaranteed. Instead, a trade-off between the equilibrium and transient performance is introduced, which allows a controllable convergence behavior without any explicit communications between spectrum sharing subsystems. The main GN idea is that the controllable performance targets should be reached with minimum changes to the current band allocations. 1 Such minimization of the band switches reduces nonstationary interference in the network leading to faster and more reliable convergence compared to the selfish resource allocation especially for systems with a large number of users. Efficiency of the GN DSA is established subject to the performance targets for the given numbers of BS antennas and bands that are adequate to the existing interference scenario. In the realistic spectrum sharing applications, the UE numbers for different BSs with the given number of antennas may be variable leading to unpredictable interference environment for different subsystems. In the case of the performance targets mismatch, the overall network performance may be significantly degraded. For example, if the performance targets are defined under the wrong assumption that the overall number of degrees of freedom allows efficient mitigation of all interference components, then the GN algorithms actually become selfish ones with the corresponding negative consequences. This means that in order to give a practical perspective for the GN algorithms, an adaptive selection of the reliable performance targets needs to be addressed.
Generally, for the requested network occupation (number of activated UEs) per spectrum sharing subsystem and the available resources (number of bands and BS antennas) a potential performance should be estimated leading to the required performance targets. An important observation is that any limited resources cannot serve an arbitrary network occupation. Thus, it is natural to assume availability of other resources, e.g., groups of bands or RATs, and possibility of user reallocation between them leading to a possible difference between the requested and achievable network occupation. Taking into account this general situation, we consider application of the GN DSA to the specific spectrum sharing problem, where the performance targets can be easily established [24] . Particularly, we propose an extension of the GN rules by means of including the spectrum occupation control that allows adaptive selection of the performance targets. The idea is that spectrum sharing subsystems should agree to change the number of their UEs following some fairness restrictions including a possibility to relocate some of the UEs to be served by other resources in the "no room" case for the considered group of available bands. Then, the performance targets can be locally estimated at each sensing interval assuming the noise limited scenario.
To investigate the convergence and equilibrium properties of the proposed spectrum sharing network configuration, we derive absorbing state (AS) statistics and expand the semianalytic absorbing Markov chain model from [22] to DSA with occupation control. Semi-analytic (analytic for the given network configuration and propagation channel realizations) Markov chain modeling of rule regulated decentralized DSA allows investigation of networks, when convergence to NE (absorbing states in Markov chain terminology) cannot be guaranteed with probability one. Particularly, we study ergodic subchain (ES) statistics, convergence properties, and the data rate for the weakest link in the network for the band allocations 1 The GN resource allocation could be considered as a general alternative to the selfish network self-organization, e.g., as illustrated in [23] in the downlink beamforming scheduling problem for coexisting multi-RAT networks.
corresponding to the absorbing states if they exist for the given scenario realization (equilibrium performance) of the SLF, GN, and mixed SLF/GN algorithms. Investigation of the mixed SLF/GN networks illustrates a possibility of significant performance degradation because of the rule break effects if some network players are not willing to follow the GN rules. Furthermore, we use the semi-analytic study as a supplement and verification tool for our analytical investigation of the AS statistics. Comparison of the AS and ES statistics allows us to explain behavior and define applicability areas for different algorithms. Particularly, we show that the relatively high and controllable number of ASs establishes statistical constraints on the number of ergodic states in the GN network leading to significantly lower and controllable non-convergence probability compared to the SLF case with its significantly lower and practically uncontrollable number of ASs.
The contribution of this paper compared to [22] is threefold: 1) We extend the GN rules by including a spectrum occupation control that allows adaptive selection of the performance targets. 2) We derive estimates of absorbing state statistics that allow formulation of applicability areas for different DSA algorithms. 3) We define a semi-analytic absorbing Markov chain model and study convergence probabilities and rates of DSA with occupation control including networks with possible partial breaks of the GN rules. For higher-dimension networks, we introduce the simplified GN algorithms with occupation and power control and use simulations to illustrate their efficiency in different scenarios.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system model and problem formulation are presented in Section II. In Section III, the decentralized DSA algorithms with occupation control are introduced. Algorithm analysis is given in Section IV including development of analytical estimates for AS statistics and semi-analytical performance investigation for SLF, GN, and mixed SLF/GN networks. In Section V, the GN algorithms for higher dimension networks with occupation and power control are formulated and studied by means of simulations. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
The considered system consists of N independent subsystems containing base stations BS n , n = 1, . . . , N and corresponding users UE nm , m = 1, . . . , M n , where M n is the number of activated users per BS n . Single-antenna users transmit data to their BSs equipped with K receive antennas using one of F, possibly F < M n , available frequency channels. BSs have full information and control of their own users. In particular, they can estimate propagation channels in all the available bands and assign the individual bands and transmit powers to their own users. Base stations do not have any information and control on interference that can be generated by their UEs to other subsystems. Instead, they can asynchronously sense the interference environment.
For simplicity assuming narrowband channels, the signal received by an antenna array of K elements for the nth subsystem can be expressed as follows:
where x nf (t) is a K × 1 vector of the signal received at BS n in the f th band at the tth time instant, h fmln is a K × 1 vector of the propagation channel to BS n in the f th band from the mth user of the lth subsystem, including l = n for the local UEs for BS n , s nm (t) is the transmitted signal from UE nm with E{|s nm (t)| 2 } = 1 and q 2 nm is the UE transmit power, Q n = Mn m=1 q 2 nm = M n is the total power constraint per subsystem, z nf (t) is a K × 1 vector of AWGN with σ 2 I K covariance matrix, d nm is the mth element of the 1 × M n vector d n denoting the frequency band allocation for UE nm , E{·} is the averaging operator, (·) * is the conjugate transpose operation, I K is the K × K unity matrix, and δ ij is the Kronecker function.
Different global performance metrics can be defined. For example, the total sum data rate:
or the data rate for the weakest link in the network:
where
dnm n h dnm mnn is the SINR at the output of the optimal spatial filter for UE nm and
where R dnm n is the K × K total interference covariance matrix at BS n in the band allocated to UE nm including the intersystem interference plus noise covariance matrixR dnm n and the intra-system interference matrix if a number of local UEs occupy the same band as UE nm , which is unavoidable if
To emphasize DSA fairness, we use the data rate for the weakest link (3) as the performance metric in this paper, but other metrics can be addressed in a similar way.
The total power constraint of Mn m=1 q 2 nm = M n is assumed for all spectrum sharing nodes n = 1, . . . , N . In the beginning, we assume the constant power q 2 nm = 1 for all users in the system. Power control is addressed in Section V.
In the considered network without any centralized processing, the global metrics like (2) and (3) cannot be estimated and maximized. Instead, all subsystems can estimate their local versions and use them for DSA. The basic assumption is that the local information such asR fn and h fmnn for f = 1, . . . , F , m = 1, . . . , M n , can be estimated at BS n from non-overlapping sensing intervals with the usual assumption that the transmitted data blocks contain the pilot symbols known at the BS. One way to estimate the inter-system interference plus noise covariance matrix is to introduce a mute interval for the local users as a part of the sensing interval. The critical point is that this estimation can be carried out at the sensing BS and it does not require any information and/or cooperation with other BSs. Design of particular sensing/data transmission protocols and analysis of the finite amount of data estimation effects is out of the scope of the current paper. It is worth emphasizing that this basic assumption is relevant for any DSA algorithm based on a local search such as SLF, GN and any their modifications with and without antenna array interference mitigation diversity (in the latest caseR fn and h fmnn are just replaced with the interference powers and channel gains for local UEs in all bands, e.g., as in [21] ). Similarly to [16] and [18] and other papers, for convergence analysis, each channel is assumed to change sufficiently slowly to be considered fixed during the whole transmission. Time varying channel effects are illustrated in Section V-C using the IEEE 802.11n channel model [26] . In this paper, we assume that exact estimates ofR fn and h fmnn are available at BS n . An initial investigation of finite amount of data estimation effects can be found in [27] . This system model is similar to [22] except for some generalization regarding variable M n for different BS n and arbitrary F and M n relations including F < M n . The key symbols used in the paper are summarized in Table I .
The problem is to develop and analyze decentralized algorithms for selection of the number of locally served users M n and decision vectors d n that with high probability achieve reasonably fast convergence to acceptable/controllable equilibrium performance (3) for the given number of bands F and BS receive antennas K.
III. DECENTRALIZED DSA WITH OCCUPATION CONTROL

A. Basic Algorithms
At the data intervals, all UE nm , n = 1, . . . . , N , m = 1, . . . , M n transmit data in the bands assigned in d n . BS n , n = 1, . . . . , N receive data with the optimal weight vectors
At the sensing interval for the basic no-occupation control decentralized DSA, one randomly selected BS n senses the interference environment, estimatesR fn , h fmnn , m = 1, . . . , M n , f = 1, . . . , F , and updates d n if needed. Following [22] , we consider SLF and GN as the basic DSA algorithms. According to metric (3), at each sensing interval, SLF maximizes the data rate for the weakest UE of the sensing subsystem:
According to the GN approach, the GN algorithm searches for the local band allocations that achieve some performance target with the minimum changes to the current allocations:
where γ n (d n ) is the minimum data rate for the nth sensing subsystem for band allocation
n is the current band allocation, γ target n is the performance target, and
where the minimization function in (10) 
B. Target Threshold Selection and Occupation Control
As mentioned in Section I, selection of the target thresholds γ target n is critical for the GN algorithms. If the total number of degrees of freedom available at BS n exceeds the total number of the local activated signals and the inter-system interference
then γ target n could be estimated assuming the no inter-system interference scenario:
forR dnm n = σ 2 I K in equation (4) for R dnm n representing the inter-system free interference scenario, where α is a parameter to balance between the equilibrium and convergence properties, and ξ is the diversity matching coefficient to take into account that a number of degrees of freedom needs to be reserved for interference mitigation and they should be removed from γ target n definition (12) based on the inter-system interference free scenario. The diversity matching coefficient ξ can be defined as a ratio of the actual average diversity gain K −M total n /F and the interference free average diversity gain K − M n /F leading to:
To allow target estimation according to (12) , condition (11) should be maintained. For that, we introduce the occupation control based on the locally estimated total dimension of the noise subspace of the interference-plus-noise covariance matrices in all bands:
where U nf is the dimension of the noise subspace in the f th band defined as the highest index in inequality λ nf U nf ≤ δσ 2 , where λ nfk , k = 1, . . . , K are increasingly ranked eigenvalues ofR fn , and δ > 1 is the interference level threshold. Then, the number of activated UEs at the sensing subsystem can be updated to maintain (11) :
whereM n is the requested number of UEs for BS n , β ≥ 0 is the caution parameter defined to control network occupation representing the targeted overall dimension of the noise subspace, and Δ ≥ 1 is the number of UEs that can be relocated at each sensing interval.
Taking into account that M total
−β according to the bottom row in the occupation control algorithm in (15) , the diversity matching coefficient (13) can be calculated as
A summary of the decentralized GN DSA with occupation control is as follows:
1: Data interval 1.1: 
IV. ANALYSIS OF DECENTRALIZED DSA WITH OCCUPATION CONTROL
A. Markov Chain Modeling
To formulate a Markov model we assume that all possible I different allocation matrices
form states of the Markov chain. The current state is fully determined by the current band allocations for all activated users in all subsystems. Sensing at one subsystem can either change or not change the band allocations for this subsystem which is equivalent to transition to another state or remaining in the same state. This is a deterministic transition depending on the channel realizations, the algorithm and its parameters. The random nature of Markov chain is then associated with the randomness of the sequence of band allocation updates among all BSs in the network that in turn, specifies transition probabilities between the states. To take into account the occupation control additionally to band allocations, we introduce one more selection option for each element of the decision vector that reflects activation of the corresponding UE d nm ∈ {0, 1, . . . , F }, where "0" corresponds to the nonactivated situation. Also, for simplicity we assume M n ≥ 1, M n =M and place all non-activated UEs at the end of the UE list. For example, vector
, and bands f 1i , f 2i are used for activated UE n1 and UE n2 correspondingly for the ith Markov chain state. Also, we assume that UEs activation/deactivation just follows the fixed list of UEs for each subsystem without any optimization according to some selection criteria. This simplification reduces the total dimension of the model from I = (F + 1)M N in the general case with occupation control to the significantly lower number of I = (
For a given state D i , sensing at the nth subsystem transfers the system to state D jn , where j n ∈ [1, I ], including j n = i . Sensing at BS n means that for the given channel realizations, matricesR fn , f = 1, . . . , F are calculated as in (5), M n is adjusted according to (14) , (15) , and d n is updated for the given algorithm as in (7)- (10) leading to D jn . Repeating this procedure for n = 1, . . . , N , a set of D jn can be found for each initial D i , where not all j n may be different.
Assuming that, at each sensing interval, one randomly selected subsystem is sensed with the uniform probability of N −1 , the nonzero elements of the I × I transition probability matrix P = {p ij } can be defined as p ij = g j /N , i = 1, . . . , I , where 1 ≤ g j ≤ N is the number of sensing outcomes at BS n , n = 1, . . . , N , leading to D jn = D j .
The transition probability matrix P = {p ij } is a sparse stochastic matrix such that I j =1 p ij = 1 for i = 1, . . . , I , which completely defines the Markov model of the considered spectrum sharing network with the decentarlized DSA and occupation control. The difference of this model compared to the one in [22] with no occupation control is the extended dimension of the decision vectors and the corresponding extension of the total number of Markov model states, which is I = FM N in the case of no occupation control. Now, each absorbing state may have different numbers of the activated UEs for different BSs corresponding to the target performance threshold for the particular interference scenario observed at the sensing intervals.
The state classification algorithm [28] can be used similarly to [22] to replace the ergodic subchains if they exist with the corresponding virtual absorbing states. Then, the absorption probabilities matrix E from each transient state to each absorbing state and collapsed ergodic subchains, if they exist, and the average number of sensing intervals before absorption t can be calculated as follows [29] : E = CB, t = C1, where C = (I I T − A) −1 is the fundamental matrix of the canonical formP A of the absorbing transition probability matrix P A found after replacement of all ergodic subchains in matrix P, if they exist, with the corresponding absorbing states
1 is the vector of all ones, I T and I A are the numbers of the transient and absorbing states, including the collapsed ergodic subchains in P A if they exist, and I T + I A ≤ I . A probability of absorption by ergodic subchains (non-convergence probability) can be find as
where I ES is the number of ESs in the network, e ES (i ) is the column of matrix E corresponding to the ith collapsed ES, and (·) T is the matrix transposition operation.
B. Network Scenario for Analytical and Semi-Analytical Investigation
Propagation channels h fmln for all users, bands and subsystems in the network are assumed to be independent random Gaussian K × 1 vectors
where σ 2 h = 1. Equation (19) implies a fast Rayleigh fading no pathloss scenario, which can be considered as an example of ultimate UDN interference limited scenario with no difference between the desired and interference signals in terms of power leading to M total n = M total = N n=1 M n . In [30] , the same model is called a "strong cross-channels" one and used for comparison of distributed MIMO beamforming algorithms by means of simulations. In the simulation study in Section V, we expand this model assuming that σ 2 h denotes a random variable according to some pathloss and shadowing models for particular network geometries.
This model allows an analytical description of the SINR distribution. Particularly, if the number of antennas exceeds the total number of received signals per band K ≥ M 0 , then
where ν denotes the normalized SINR, R is the interference plus noise covariance matrix, h 0 is the propagation channel of the desired signal,
is the matrix of M 0 − 1 propagation channels of the co-channel interference,
int /σ 2 are the signal to noise (SNR) and interference to noise (INR) ratios (μ s = μ int = σ −2 for σ 2 h = 1). According to the matrix inversion lemma [31] , for μ int 1, equation (21) can be expressed as
The normalized SINR ν is distributed according to the χ 2 law with 2(K − M 0 + 1) degrees of freedom [32] :
where Γ(a) is the gamma function [33] . Then, the SINR cumulative distribution function (CDF) can be expressed using the table integral from [33] as
A similar scenario is used in [22] for potential performance analysis in DSA with antenna array interference mitigation diversity. In this paper, the presented network scenario and CDF (24) are to be used for analysis of absorbing state statistics and semi-analytic performance investigation for the developed decentralized DSA algorithms with occupation control. The general scenario and GN parameters used for semianalytic 
C. Analysis of Absorbing State Statistics
Comparison of absorbing state and ergodic subchain statistics allows to understand efficiency and find applicability areas for different algorithms. We study AS and ES statistics in the network scenario from Section IV-B and verify our findings by means of semi-analytic Markov chain performance evaluation in Section IV-E and simulations in Section V.
We assume the occupation control with some caution parameter β > 0 in (14) , (15) , which means that condition (11) is satisfied for
For AS statistics analysis we define the following sets of different distributions of M total UEs in the network between subsystems and bands:
• Set of all possible UE activation patterns:
where 1 ≤ M in ≤M is the number of activated UEs at the nth subsystem for the ith activation pattern, and B (M total , N , 1,M ) is the number of activation patterns for a network of N subsystems with M total activated UEs with minimum 1 and maximumM UEs activated per subsystem.
• Set of all possible band allocation patterns for each activation pattern:
where 0 ≤ M jf ≤ M total is the number of UEs in the whole network allocated to the f th band for the jth allocation pattern, and B (M total , F , 0, M total ) is the number of band allocation patterns for a network of F bands with M total activated UEs with minimum 0 and maximum M total UEs activated per band. Both B (M total , N , 1,M ) and B (M total , F , 0, M total ) can be found as the number of restricted compositions of a in b groups with minimum c 1 and maximum c 2 components in each group with the recurrent and closed form expressions available, e.g., [34] :
with the initialization
We find the number of states SM j with the jth band allocation patternM j in (27) 
is the number of combinations of k from n.
The uniform band allocation M 0 = M total /F may be of special interest. If the network configuration leads to M 0 = M total /F , then the number of states with the uniform band allocation can be found as the special case of (29):
From (29), it follows that the total number of states with M total activated UEs in the network is We will refer toĪ as the effective network dimension, which is generally lower than the total number of states I = (
One can see that activation of all UEs without any occupation control leads to
Generally, different band allocations cannot be treated as independent since some subsets of them may be repeated. In the following statistical analysis, we ignore this dependency and treat different states as independent leading to approximate nature of our statistical estimates to be verified by simulations.
1) SLF:
A SLF AS corresponds to the search outcome for some state, where sensing at each subsystem do not change the number of active users and their band allocations leading to probability one for this state in the transition probability matrix. Clearly, the outcome of local search at some state depends on the number of antennas. For low number of antennas, the probability of selection of the allocations with the lowest number of activated signals is high leading to transitions mainly between states with uniform band occupation. For higher number of antennas, this constraint is relaxed because probability of allocation selection with the lowest number of activated UEs is quickly decreasing with growing number of antennas. Indeed, taking into account that SINR is distributed according to the χ 2 law (23) and a ratio of two independent χ 2 distributed random values scaled with their corresponding numbers of degrees of freedom is distributed according to the F-distribution [35] , a probability to find the lowest SINR in allocation with M 0 UEs per band compared to allocation with
where z 0 is the root of equation
and F(z , a, b) is the CDF for F-distribution. The probability function in (32) is plotted in Fig. 1 for m = 1, 2, 3 depending on K − M 0 . One can see that although a very higher number of antennas for the given M 0 is needed to approach probability of 0.5, but it is quickly decreasing for low K − M 0 leading to a practically arbitrary selection options even for relatively low K > M 0 . This situation allows us to consider an estimate of the number of SLF ASs corresponding to the extreme case when the antenna array size tends to infinity leading to the uniform probability of selection of any state out of all available options of I for the given UE activation pattern p SLF = F −M total . We refer to the corresponding statistics of the number of SLF ASs as the lower estimate (LE) because for a finite number of antennas, a number of the actual selection options should be lower leading to higher p SLF compared to the indicated extreme case. Then, the probability to obtain A LE SLF ASs in the network is the probability to have A LE SLF events with probability p SLF inĪ trials, which is (34) according to Bernoulli formula with the average number of ASs ofĀ
Estimates (34) and the actual AS CDFs in 100 channel realizations for different values of K and β leading to two groups of scenarios from Section IV-B with M total = [8, 12] are plotted in Fig. 2 . The estimates for the average number of ASs according to (35) are: B(8, 3, 1, 4) = 12 and B(12, 3, 1, 4) = 1. As expected, the higher number of antenna results are closer to the lower estimate in both groups. Actually, the estimate is reasonably close to the simulation results for β > 2, although it is derived assuming a very high number of antennas, which confirms our expectation based on (32) statistics.
The main observation from the AS SLF statistics analysis is that the relative average number of ASs may be very low for realistic network configurations
which is the main reason of the undesirable SLF convergence behavior. Next, we will show how this situation is changed in the GN DSA algorithm.
2) GN: GN absorbing states correspond to the states where SINR exceeds the target thresholds for the weakest UEs in all subsystems. Although according to (12) γ target n is calculated locally at each subsystem, to get tractable expressions for GN AS statistics we assume the same target threshold for all subsystems γ target n = γ target , which is adequate to the no-pathloss scenario in Section IV-B. Still assuming the independence assumption and taking into account that condition of SINR being higher than some threshold for the weakest UE is equivalent to that it should be higher for all the considered UEs, the average number of the GN absorbing states can be expressed as:
whereM j and SM j are defined in (27) and (29) correspondingly, and pM j is the probability that SINR exceeds the target threshold for all UEs in the jth allocation
where P (γ target μs , M jf ) is the SINR CDF assuming the same threshold for all subsystemsγ target = 2 γ target − 1.
It is clear that for a reasonably high target selection the main contribution in (37) bring allocations with M jf ≤ K for f = 1, . . . , F . Then, statics (24) can be used in (38). Furthermore, a uniform allocation component in the sum (37) with M 0 UEs per band can be used as a lower estimate for the average number of the GN absorbing states:
with CDF (24) in (38) and the number of uniform allocations S uniform according to (30) . The efficiency of estimate (37) In Fig. 3 , one can observe that: 1) The analytical average number of the GN absorbing states (37) and lower estimate (39) reliably represent the average value of the estimated distributions over all and the uniform allocation states correspondingly for different target thresholds.
2) The analytical and simulation results show that the number of the GN absorbing states can be a significant fraction of the effective network dimension and it can be effectively controlled by selection of the target threshold.
It is important to emphasize that the latest observation is relevant for any network dimension as it follows from (37) taking into account that SM j grows with the network dimension according to (29) . This makes GN to be profoundly different compared to SLF, which may have a low number of absorbing states for any network dimension at least for relatively high number of antennas as shown in Section IV-C1.
D. Ergodic Subchains: Semi-Analytic Study
The specified difference in the AS statistics for SLF and GN should directly affect the properties of their ES. Indeed, the probability of appearance of ES of L states p ES (L) can be bounded with the probability of no ASs among L states:
where p noAS (L) is the probability that exactly zero ASs appear in L randomly selected states. Assuming the same simplifications as in Section IV-C, we have 
even if L is as high as a few percent of F −M total . Although, for the given network configuration, selection of higher values of the occupation control parameter β leading to lower values of M total should reduce probability of longer ESs, appearance of SLF ASs practically should not restrict a possibility of relatively long SLF ESs. The situation becomes critically different in the GN case, where the number of ASs grows with the network dimension depending on the target threshold, which follows from estimates (37) and (39). For example, if for the given network dimension, we select the target threshold leading to p AS = 0.1, then similarly to the SLF case above, we can find p ES (10) < 0.35 and p ES (30) < 0.04 independently on the network dimension. Actually, this situation illustrates statistical restrictions on the absolute length of ESs leading to high probability of short GN subchains for any network dimensions. Then, even for scenario realizations with ESs one could expect that probability of non-convergence should be decreasing with growing effective network dimensions.
To verify these expectations, we use the semi-analytical tool summarized in Section IV-A and apply it in the scenario in Section IV-B. Clearly, only relatively low dimension networks can be studied this way. Our objective in this section is thus to study performance trends that could be observed and verified for higher dimension networks by simulations rather than investigation of the particular performance in the considered scenarios. Ergodic subchain parameters for different occupation control parameters. First, we consider 100 realizations of scenario in Section IV-B for K = 7 and different occupation control parameters of β = [6, 2] leading to M total = [8, 12] , andĪ = [3072, 4096]. The ES parameters (number of subchains per scenario realization and their lengths) for SLF and GN with the target threshold defined in (12), (16) for α = 0.75 are shown in Fig. 4 . The results in Fig. 4 show that: 1) On average, a low number of ESs is observed for both SLF and GN. 2) Wide range of ESs lengths is observed for SLF up to a few percent of the effective network dimension for both β values, although shorter on average ESs are found for M total = 8 compared to M total = 12 case as expected. 3) Only very short ESs of 4-6 elements are found for GN in both cases as expected. (18) are plotted in Fig. 6 illustrating our expectation of lower GN non-convergence probabilities for higher dimension networks in scenario realizations with ESs. 
E. Semi-Analytic Performance Evaluation
In the beginning, we study the GN behavior with the target threshold defined in (12), (16) without occupation control when condition (11) is satisfied or may be violated. We assume M n = M = 4, and K = [5, 7] in Section IV-B scenario. One can see that (11) is satisfied for K = 7 and violated for K = 5. The total number of states for such network without occupation control is I = F NM = 4096. The non-convergence probabilities calculated according to (18) are presented in Table II and the equilibrium and transient results for the convergent trials are shown in Fig. 7 for 100 channel realizations. One can see that for K = 7, the GN algorithm demonstrates the desirable behavior with convergence probability, rate and equilibrium performance trade-off controllable by α. For K = 5, GN actually collapses to the selfish case, and the performance degrades accordingly as expected. The globally optimal and random allocation results are also shown in Fig. 7a for comparison. A similar network with occupation control is studied for M = 4 and β = 2. The corresponding results are shown in Table II and Fig. 8 . One can see that the desirable controllable results for K = 5 are back and similar to the K = 7 performance. The difference is that for K = 7, all the actual absorbing states contain allocations with all M total = NM = FK − β = 12 activated UEs, but for K = 5 only M total = FK −β = 8 UEs are activated for each absorbing state. Also, it is interesting to note a much faster SLF convergence in Fig. 8b for the case of K = 5 and M total = 8 compared to K = 7 and M total = 12. This is because of much higher average number of SLF ASs in the first scenario as analytically explained in Section IV-C1 (actually, 12 times higher for the average lower estimate (35) and practically zero no AS probability in this case as illustrated in Fig. 2) . Now, we study effects of a possible partial break of the GN rules in the same scenario for K = 5 assuming that BS 1 follows the SLF algorithm with fixed M 1 =M = 4, while BS 2 and BS 3 run the GN algorithm with the occupation control with β = 2. The total number of Markov chain states is reduced to I = 14400 in this case because of no occupation control for BS 1 . The corresponding non-convergence probabilities are summarized in Table II . Comparison of the convergence results and the UE number distributions with the corresponding performance for GN with occupation control for all BSs with K = 5 antennas are given in Figs. 9 and Fig. 10 . One can see the following consequences of the selfish behavior of BS 1 : 1) Subsystem 1 always gets the maximum activated UEs and forces other sub-systems to reduce their occupation to maintain the efficient interference mitigation for the available resources as illustrated in Fig. 10. 2) The steadystate minimum data rate performance in Fig. 9a is negligibly increased because of slightly higher selfish equilibrium results for subsystem 1 if and when it converges.
3) The corresponding non-convergence probabilities in Table II are The main observation from the GN rule break effects is that the transient performance degradation in terms of the increased non-convergence probabilities and reduced convergence rate belongs to the whole network including the selfish subsystem, which can be considered as a demotivation for the selfish behavior in the considered rule regulated networks.
V. HIGHER-DIMENSION DECENTRALIZED DSA WITH OCCUPATION AND POWER CONTROL
An exhaustive local search over all F Mn options in (7)-(10) may not be feasible for higher dimension networks. One possible simplification can be based on a partial search over some subsets of usersM n and bandsF n with the restricted number of elements M max ≤ M n and F max ≤ F instead of the whole sets of bands and activated UEs in (7)- (10) .
One way to defineM n andF n is to collect the UEs with the lowest SINR forM n and the fixed number of F max bands with the highest dimensions of the noise subspace U nf j , j = 1, . . . , F max forF n taking into account that U nf needs to be estimated at the sensing interval for the occupation control in any case.
It is well known that power control can significantly improve efficiency of MIMO networks [36] . Generally, in the considered interference limited spectrum sharing case, power adjustments at some subsystems change interference scenarios for other subsystems, which may complicate an efficient power control. It is important to note that this is actually not the case in the strong interference limited scenario if the number of receive antennas at BSs is high enough for rejection of all interference sources. This is clearly follows from equation (22) , which shows that SINR practically does not depend on μ int 1 in this case. The main reason for the introduced occupation control is to make sure that for the given number of antennas and available bands, the efficient interference mitigation can be maintained. This means that a local power control should not practically affect other subsystems in the considered network environment.
Similarly to [36] , one possibility could be maximization of the minimum SINR to improve the weakest local link for the given power constraint:
where Q n = Mn m=1 q 2 nm is the total power constraint specified in Section II. All the considered algorithms can be implemented with such power control by means of replacing h dnm mnn with q nm h dnm mnn .
A. Simulation Results: No Pathloss Modeling
Efficiency of the occupation and power control is illustrated in the first simulation for unlimited number of requested UEsM n for N = 5, F = 7, K = 15, α = 0.5, β = 3, δ = 2, Δ = 1, M max = 4, and F max = 3 with initially 10 activated UEs per sub-system. Taking into account that all sub-systems can sense all activated UEs in the pathloss scenario, the total number of activated UEs for the unlimitedM n should be KF −β = 102 in the considered scenario. The simulation results in 100 independent random channels and sensing interval trials are summarized in Figs. 11 and 12 . Fig. 11 presents distributions of the steady-stated number of the activated UEs per subsystem after convergence. Fig. 12 shows CDFs of the minimum data rate and convergence rate 2 for GN with and without power control. It is found that the total number of the activated UEs is 102 in all trials as expected, but different subsystems experience different steady-state number of the activated UEs, mainly depending of particular sensing interval realizations with approximately 20 UEs per subsystem on average as shown in Fig. 11 . Fig. 12 illustrates that the power control significantly improves the equilibrium data rate results.
B. Simulation Results: Pathloss Modeling
The main feature of spectrum sharing scenarios with pathloss and shadowing modeling is that different BSs may sense different numbers of activated UEs depending on the pathoss model, BSs and UEs locations and noise space detection parameter δ. Then, the constant total number of activated UEs for all subsystems in different scenario realizations, as in the no pathloss environment, may not be the case.
Let us consider the same network and algorithm parameters as in Figs. 11 and 12 with a simple pathloss model and parameters similar to [37] assuming a reference distance of 20m for SNR=20 dB with the same pathloss for all bands. All BSs and UEs are placed in the (50 × 50) m area with the minimum distance between different BSs of 10m, 15m radius of sub-system UEs deployment for the corresponding BS locations, and 2 m minimum distance between any UE and BS. One realization of this scenario is shown in Fig. 13 . One can expect that BS 4 and BS 5 located in center of the considered area may "see" more UEs compared to the BS 1 -BS 3 located closer to the borders of the area leading to some congestion problems for the corresponding subsystems. To study the location effects on the spectrum sharing performance, we simulate 100 random Rayleigh fading channel realizations and UE locations for the fixed sensing sequence and fixed BS locations as in Fig. 13 for GN with the occupation and power control. The requested number of UEs varies in time as indicated in Fig. 14 by the dashed lines and arrows. Fig. 14a presents the occupation control results for all 5 subsystems in all 100 trials. One particular example is illustrated in Fig. 14b for the occupation control and in Fig. 14c for the target threshold and minimum data rate results for each subsystem. The presented simulation results demonstrate the following: 1) At the first simulation period of 200 sensing intervals, the network is underloaded and all subsystems get their requested 22 activated UEs. 2) At the second and third simulation periods the network becomes overloaded and different subsystems get different number of activated UEs depending on the network geometry leading to variable total network occupation.
3) The simplest occupation situation is observed for isolated subsystems 2 and 3 located close to the area borders with the modest requested number of UEs, particularly, subsystem 2 gets the requested increase of 8 UEs after the first simulation period in all trials and subsystem 3 is not affected by occupation exchange in the central congested area in almost all trials. 4) On the contrary, closely located subsystems 1, 4, and 5 significantly affect occupation of each other. 5) In some trials, the significantly, by 18 UEs, increased requested occupation of subsystem 1 forces centrally located subsystems 4 and 5 to reduce their occupation as explicitly illustrated in the example in Fig. 14b. 6 ) Fig. 14c illustrates adaptation of the target thresholds according to (12) , (16) following the changes in the signal/interference scenario leading to the fast and reliable DSA convergence. Particularly, the highest targets are observed in the first simulation period because all subsystems are underloaded and spare degrees of freedom are used for diversity gains. At the second simulation interval, the overloaded subsystems 1, 4, and 5 reduce the target thresholds because all the available degrees of freedom up to the occupation control parameter β in (15) are used for interference mitigation. After convergence, the minimum data rates stay slightly higher that the target thresholds for all subsystems at all simulation intervals as expected. The situation, where some spectrum sharing nodes may force other network players to relocate some of their UEs to other groups of bands in the case of limited resources actually raises a spectrum occupation fairness question in the proposed spectrum sharing approach. There are many ways to address this problem, for example, different allowed number of antennas for congested and non-congested areas, asymmetric conditions for increasing/decreasing occupation control, etc. This problem deserves further investigation.
It is worth emphasizing that GN convergence is registered for all presented trials and SLF non-convergence is found in wast majority of trials for higher dimension networks (the SLF results are not shown because of that). This illustrates our expectation in Section IV-D regarding a possibility of a very low probability of GN non-convergence for higher dimension networks even if short ergodic subchain may exist for some channel realizations.
C. Simulation Results: Time Varying Channels
To illustrate channel variation effects on the considered algorithms we assume the same network geometry as in Fig. 13 for N = [2, 4] , F = 5, K = 10,M = 15, α = 0.1, β = 5, δ = 2, Δ = 1, M max = 4, F max = 3, σ 2 = 2.5·10 −10 and use the IEEE 802.11n indoor narrow band channel model "A" [26] for all links and bands in the network depending on the distance for 2.4 GHz central frequency, one wavelength antenna spacing and 1.2 km/h Doppler speed specified in [26] for indoor scenarios. A lower value of the control parameter α is used in this simulation compared to the stationary channel scenarios to allow a faster tracking of time varying channels. We simulate GN with occupation control together with SLF and random allocation for the fixed initial number of activated UEs assuming that one randomly selected BS is sensing every 10 ms. The minimum data rate performance is plotted in Fig. 15a. Fig. 15b indicates the time instances where the GN band allocation updates are actually performed (the SLF updates are performed at every sensing interval). Eventually, Fig. 15c shows the number of GN activated UEs per subsystem and totally in the network. Initially, 2 subsystems with 15 UEs each are activated and then 2 other subsystems with all their UEs are also activated for the rest of the simulation as shown in Fig. 15c . The following observations can be made from the presented simulation results: 1) Initially, the available number of degrees of freedom allow efficient interference mitigation for all activated UEs in the network leading to the similar performance for all algorithms including the random allocation. The occupation control and band allocation updates are not actually needed. 2) After activation of 2 more subsystems, the occupation control and relatively frequent band allocation updates allow the GN algorithm to significantly outperform two other solutions as one can see in Fig. 15a. 3) The occupation control reacts to the changes in the interference environment rather than to Doppler channel variations. This situation suggests that activation of the occupation control may be less frequent compared to the band allocations.
VI. CONCLUSION
A solution for decentralized spectrum sharing with reliable performance targets has been proposed, which is based on the extension of the rule regulated GN DSA by means of the adaptive spectrum occupation control. Analytical estimates for absorbing state statistics have been derived that allow prediction of convergence properties and applicability areas of different DSA algorithms. An absorbing Markov chain DSA model has been extended to the occupation control case with adaptive performance targets. Performance of decentralized rule regulated GN DSA algorithms have been studied by means of semi-analytical investigation and simulations to show a possibility of spectrum sharing with the desired and controllable equilibrium and transient behavior without any explicit communication and cooperation between spectrum sharing subsystems. Spectrum occupation fairness, adaptive ranking of users selected for activation, and finite amount of data estimation effects could be subjects for further investigation.
